
A Portuguese appeals court has upheld decision
that the PCR test is useless – C19 cases in the US
10 million over 4 years, NOT 112 million – US C19
deaths around 80,000 NOT 1.2 million
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From here (h.t another Peter H)

MSM deathly silent as PCR test legally ruled useless to test for Covid - Nexus
Newsfeed

“Landmark legal ruling finds that Covid tests are not fit for purpose.”

No surprises there!

“Four German holidaymakers who were illegally quarantined in Portugal after one was
judged to be positive for Covid-19 have won their case, in a verdict that condemns the
widely used PCR test as being up to 97-percent unreliable.”

“The verdict, delivered on November 11, followed an appeal against a writ of habeas
corpus filed by four Germans against the Azores Regional Health Authority. This body
had been appealing a ruling from a lower court which had found in favour of the
tourists, who claimed that they were illegally confined to a hotel without their consent.

The tourists were ordered to stay in the hotel over the summer after one of them tested
positive for coronavirus in a PCR test - the other three were labelled close contacts
and therefore made to quarantine as well.”

“In the eyes of this court, then, a positive test does not correspond to a Covid case. The
two most important reasons for this, said the judges, are that “the test’s reliability
depends on the number of cycles used’’ and that “the test’s reliability depends on the
viral load present.’’ In other words, there are simply too many unknowns surrounding
PCR testing.”

Tested positive? There could be as little as a 3% chance it’s correct “

The PCR test used in Portugal may not be the same as that used elsewhere at the time
that the quarantine was imposed or in toady’s “market”.

For the record, from here

 Portugal COVID - Coronavirus Statistics - Worldometer (worldometers.info)

Portugal has “recorded” 28,103 deaths with C19 present amongst 5.5 million “cases”
and administered 46 million tests for its 10 million population (lots of tourists!).

“Earlier this year, data from three US states – New York, Nevada and Massachusetts –
showed that when the amount of the virus found in a person was taken into account,
up to 90 percent of people who tested positive could actually have been negative, as
they may have been carrying only tiny amounts of the virus.”

For the USA, which implies that there were NOT 111.7 million C19 “cases” in the US,
rather there may have been between just 3.4 million and 11.7 million.

Now put that against estimates of 40 million adverse events from the toxic injections
of mRNA spike venom.

Similarly, the number of deaths with C19 present were NOT 1.2 million but between
36,000 and 120,000.

Now put that against estimates of around 700,000 Americans killed by lethal injections
of spike venom!

The US administered 1.2 BILLION tests for its 334 million people.

In the same way that there are different levels of toxicity amongst manufacturers of
C19 injections, there will be varying degrees of accuracy and use in and of the PCR
tests.

No work has been done on figuring out what tests work better – no doubt because
there have been billions of kickbacks to regulators and politicians from makers of tests
on “no compete” contracts.

WorldOMeter shows just 7 billion tests administered globally.

What’s the betting that the same complete lack of quality testing by health regulators
globally applied as much to PCR yest kits as it did to injections – or swabs for that
matter, to check for toxins in the swabs.

The Cult of Moloch does not like answering questions about quality – only about
compliance with toxic and useless “faux” protocols. Talk about “arbitrary ad
capricious”!

Onwards!

Please subscribe ten bucks a month or annually for 100 bucks. You can also donate via
Ko-fi – any amount from three bucks upwards. Ko-fi donations here: https://ko-
fi.com/peterhalligan
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Final Day of Fire Sale of unused C19 equipment in New York City!
Previous sales of all kinds of protective gear and equipment sold
for less…

From here: Public Surplus: Surplus Auctions for New York City Department of
Citywide Administrative ServicesPeter’s Newsletter is a reader-supported…
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Post-mortem on the C19 pandemic – 6 million avoidable C19
deaths plus 36 million vaxx deaths (mostly in India from
Oxford/AstraZeneca shots…

This analysis excludes fiscal spending running to trillions that governments around
the world wasted on throwing out prior pandemic planning and decades…
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Analysis of 13 months UK data shows "vaccines" cause more
deaths for all age groups

The cure is worse than the disease
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